THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS DEMOCRACY
MEDIEVAL JEWISHPHILOSOPHY*
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Avraham Melamed

Jewish thought, following Platonic and Muslim
political
on
the one hand, and halakhic
concepts, on the other, was
philosophy,
and inherently anti
basically,
although reluctantly, monarchist,
democratic. It rejected outright what we term here as the ancient Greek
variety of liberal democracy, which went against its basic philosophical and
theological assumptions.
Medieval

I
the
In his various writings Professor DJ. Elazar characterized
a
as
democratic
with
overtones,"
Jewish polity
strong
"republic
in reality generally an "aristocratic repub
which nevertheless was
?
rule by a limited number who
lic in the classic sense of the term
take upon themselves an obligation or conceive of themselves as
It is true
to their people and to God."
having a special obligation
in
that the Jewish polity is "rooted in a democratic
foundation,"

that it is based upon theequality of all (adultmale) Jewsand their
basic rightand obligation to participate in the establishmentand

But this is as far as the
of the body
politic.1
"democratic overtones" of this republic went. Itwas a republic true
no democracy.
It did have some components of what is
enough, but
but was not a liberal democracy.
termed "communal democracy,"
The various Jewish polities which existed over the centuries were

maintenance
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in terms of their actual
generally very aristocratic
idea of a democratic
regime was alien to them and
their basic political and theological premises. The
eral democracy was absent from the Jewish political

regimes. The
went against
idea of a lib
tradition until
is

modern
times, and medieval
Jewish political philosophy, which
the subject of this essay, rejected itsGreek variety outright.

the Platonic-Muslim
tradition, medieval
Following
political
a
onto
held
monarchic
Jewish philosophy
concept of gov
basically
ernment. By and large, medieval
conceived
Jewish philosophers
to be that of a perfect philosopher-king
the ideal government
of
the Platonic mold, which acquired a distinct theological meaning
intermediaries, especially al Farabi and
through medieval Muslim
Ibn Rushd. The Platonic philosopher-king was transformed into the
of the Jewish and Muslim monotheistic
tradi
prophet-legislator
tion. Also halakhic
reserva
all
its
for
and
hesitations
thought,
as the
tions, finally accepted
(limited) monarchy
preferred kind of

government.2

This

situation

is well
and
illustrated by the fact that Muslim,
?
in
contrast
to
all
Jewish,
following
political philosophy
? was
other branches of medieval
based
upon
philosophy
squarely
the Platonic
tradition, and not on Aristotle's
Politics, which was
to them. The Aristotelian
almost unknown
system did conceive the
and moderate
ruled by the
Politea, a kind of modified
democracy
middle
class, to be the preferred kind of government. But medieval
Muslim
and Jewish thinkers were hardly aware of the Aristotelian
position. They, who so admired Aristotle and considered him "the
democratic
incli
philosopher,"
completely
ignored his moderately
in the Politics. For a
nations, as manifested
variety of reasons,
as well as
chance transmission of manuscripts
theological prefer
tradition.3 In
ences, they directly followed the Platonic monarchist
so
doing they necessarily
rejected democracy
entirely and consid
ered itone of the negative forms of government.
The kind of democracy
term
they rejected was what we would
liberal democracy
of the ancient Greek
This
kind
of
gov
variety.
ernment was based upon three
premises. First, basic legal equality
among the citizens (which means excluding most of the populace!)
the differences in their potential and their moral and
disregarding
intellectual perfection.
the acceptance
in
of pluralism
Secondly,
as
a
norm
and
of
life
basic
as
of
civic
life
this
ways
opinions
(as long
pluralism did not exceed certain basic shared norms!). Thirdly, the
also
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election of temporary magistrates by some combination of majority
vote and lot, based on the assumption
that all citizens have the
as
as
in civic life.
to
interest
well
the
duty
actively participate
an
world
monistic
view
based, on the one
Following
essentially
on
on
Platonic
the
Divine
revelation
hand,
and,
other,
philosophy
in
which posited the existence of one Divine
known
its total
truth,
a
to
few
Muslim
medieval
and
Jewish
ity only
perfect individuals,
could not accept any of these premises. For
political philosophers
them, only he who knows the one Divine
truth, through a combina
tion of revelation

and contemplation,

could

successfully

rule human

society.
It necessarily
in their very na
followed thatmen were unequal
ture. The differences in their potential and the moral and intellec
tual perfection they were able to reach should also dictate the dif
ferences in their legal, social and political standing. Consequently,
ruling society was not a matter formajority vote but for Divine

in
choice. Thirdly, since there was only one Divine
truth,manifest
a single, sacred and authoritative text, all other
were
nec
opinions
rejected and a basically monolithic
essarily wrong. Pluralism was
world view was adopted. The world view of these philosophers
was thus monarchic and anti-democratic
in its very essence.

n
The

formula for the rejection of liberal
classical
in the eighth book of Plato's Republic. After
appears
the development
of the perfect state ruled by the
structure
itsnature,
and its purpose, Plato goes on
philosopher-king,
fundamental

democracy
describing

in the eighth book to deal with the possible deterioration of the

and erring states, in
perfect state into a series of imperfect, wicked
order: timocracy, oligarchy
(or plutocracy), democ
chronological
is considered the necessary outcome of
racy and tyranny. Democracy

the failureof oligarchy.When therule of the fewwicked richmen

to wrest power from
the poor seize the opportunity
deteriorates,
the degenerate
rich. Democracy,
for Plato, is not rule by the people

but rule by themob. For him, itviolates thebasic idea of justice
thatmen,

by nature having

different capacities,

should

do only the

work forwhich theyare fit.Fitness to govern is regardedby Plato
as thehighest perfectionofmen, suitable forphilosophers only.
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are by nature unfit to govern and so, by their own free
the
will, should accept the rule of the perfect few. Equality means
that is, the ap
rule of the lowest common denominator of mankind,
petites of the lowest part of the soul.
This is very lucidly summed up by Plato when he says, "These
then, and such as these, are the features of a democracy, an agree

Most

men

able kind of anarchywith plenty of variety and an equality of a

alike/'4 His cynical rejection
peculiar kind for equals and unequals
of democracy
is clear. It is a kind of hedonistic and pluralistic anar
chy, based on a profoundly distorted conception of human equality.
to the famous parable of the small and large
Since, according
of the people who rule it,
letters, the state is only a macrocosm
Plato goes on to describe the nature of the democratic man on the

microcosmic
the basis
level. Plato's vivid description, which was
for the medieval Muslim
and Jewish descriptions of the democratic
condition, merits a lengthy quotation:

time and pains and
life thenceforth he spends as much
on
as
on
his
the
money
necessary ones. If
superfluous pleasures
he is lucky enough not to be carried beyond all bounds, the tu
mult may begin to subside as he grows older. Then perhaps he
may recall some of the banished virtues and cease to give him
self up entirely to the passions which ousted them; and now he
on a footing of equality, denying
to
will set all his pleasures
none its equal rights and maintenance,
and allowing
each in
turn, as it presents itself, to succeed, as if by the chance of the
lot, to the government of his soul until it is satisfied. When he
is told that some pleasures should be sought and valued as aris
of a higher order, others chastised
and
ing from desires
enslaved because
the desires are base, he will shut the gates of
In his

the citadel against the messengers
of truth, saving his head
one
as
as another and all
and declaring
that
appetite is
good

must have theirequal rights.So he spends his days indulging
the pleasure of themoment, now intoxicated with wine and mu
sic, and then taking to a spare diet and drinking nothing but wa
ter; one day in hard training, the next doing nothing at all, the

thirdapparently immersed in study. Every now and thenhe

takes a part in politics, leaping to his feet to say or do what
ever comes into his head. Or he will set out to rival someone he
admires, a soldier itmay be, or, if the fancy takes him, a man of
business. His life is subject to no order or restraint, and he has no
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wish

happy.
That well
and equality.

an existence which

describes

he calls pleasant,

the life of one whose

motto

37
free and
is liberty

and his character contains
the same fine variety of
we
in
that
found
the
democratic
state; it is as multifar
pattern
a man,
ious as that epitome of all types of constitution. Many
in
it
to
and many a woman
will
find
too,
envy. So we
something
see
in
him
the
and
call him the
may
counterpart of democracy,
Yes,

democratic man.
We may.5

are
of the democratic man in the microcosm
in
state
to
the
democratic
those
of
the
equivalent
The democratic man is he who is driven by the passion

The characteristics
completely
macrocosm.

to satisfyall his most lowly bodily desires. Holding a relativist,
all appetites

and

and occupations,
interests, opinions
instability, ever-changing
inclination to extremes, without order or restraint in his life.

an

hedonistic

and pluralistic

world

view, he deems

all opinions tobe of equal value. This iswhy he is characterizedby

This ishow thiskind of libertyand equality are considered by
Plato.When libertyis defined negatively, according to the liberal

tradition, as the most extreme possible absence of constraints, and
men are considered
to
it creates, according
equal,
automatically
in
of
indi
the
of
the
behavior
each
Plato, total anarchy,
sphere
in society at large. This goes against the
vidual, and consequently

very premises of his idea of justice upon which the ideal state is
erected. The Platonic idea of justice is based on a positive definition
of liberty, by which freedom means
the suppression of man's
lowly
own
to rule them rather than be
his
free
will:
through
appetites
the accep
ruled by them. By Platonic standards,
freedom means
him
in the
out
for
of
man's
free
of
the
role
tance,
will,
designated
and
the
to
his
natural
social
fabric, according
capabilities
perfect
social needs.

m
Plato's

rejection

of liberal democracy

was

transmitted

to me

dieval thoughtmainly by two major Muslim philosophers, al
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Farabi and Ibn Rushd. Through
medieval
Jewish thinkers. Al

Melatned

them it also reached and influenced
in his Book of
Farabi's
discussion

Principles (orThe Political Regime)was translated intoHebrew in
the early thirteenth century by Samuel
Ibn Tibbon under the title
In
ha-Hathalot.
Ibn
Rushd's
writing we find two discussions
Sefer
of democracy, both directly following Plato, one in his commentary
on Aristotle's
on Plato's Republic, the other in his commentary
translated into
Rhetoric. The commentary on Plato's Republic was

in the early fourteenth century by Samuel ben Judah of
under the title Sefer ha-Hanhagah
le-Aplaton and ex
on
of
influence
erted great
Jewish scholars.
subsequent generations
on
was
into
Rhetoric
translated
The commentary
Aristotle's
in
Hebrew
also
the fourteenth century, by the Spanish Jew Todros
and was also popular
Todrosi, under the title Sefer ha-Halatzah,
with later medieval
and Renaissance
Jewish scholars. One of them,
from
theMantovan
Jew Judah Messer Leon, inserted long passages
in his
of democracy,
this translation,
the discussion
including

Hebrew
Marseilles

in Italy in the late fifteenth
rhetorical tract Nofet Zufim, written
interests us here is the way inwhich Jewish schol
century. What
ars transmitted these texts into Hebrew,
coined, for the first time,
terms for democracy and related terms, and inserted Jewish
Hebrew
motifs into their translations from the Arabic texts. All this would,
in turn, also reveal their attitude towards democracy.
After discussing
the nature of the perfect state, Medinah
in Ibn Tibbon's Hebrew
Hashuvah
translation, al
(r\2wn
Farabi goes on in his Book of Principles to differentiate among the
various

kinds of imperfect states, medinah secalah (ntOD nD>10,
is democracy,
state"). The fourth kind he indicates
"ignorant
in the democratic city and the
which is defined as "free association
city of the free."6 Ibn Tibbon translates from the Arabic as follows:

omn >nn swim rarnpon

which

runm mvnn v^P-7 The termkibbutz,

term "association"
the general political
usually designates
Maimonides'
Guide, III, 27
(kibbutz medini, "political association,"
?
>n&!?N yNDJttNtW in Ibn Tibbon's
is used
translation >3HB ^np),
a particular
to designate
here also
kind of regime,
that is,
?
or kibbutzit,
medinah
mekubbetzet,
i.e., "an
democracy
associated
of
state," and also kibbutz haHerut, "the association
the free." (However,
the term kibbutz ha-Nitzuah means
"the
despotic state.") Ibn Tibbon chose to use these terms for democracy
to indicate that this kind of regime is
as a free association
typified
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terms he coined in his
of equals. Among
the many new Hebrew
translation enterprise, Ibn Tibbon was also the first to coin Hebrew
terms for democracy.
In the discussion
of the nature of the demo
cratic state, Ibn Tibbon closely follows al Farabi's text. This kind of
state is characterized

by full legal equality of natural equals and
total
freedom of action that is practically anar
alike,
non-equals
chic, unlimited hedonistic pursuit of material desires, private and
public instability, the rule of the mob, and an extreme kind of plu
as well as in action.8 Following
ralism in opinions
al Farabi, Ibn
to
Tibbon transmitted
Hebrew Plato's beautiful parable of the em
full
of many different colors and shapes, which
broidered garment,
common
the
like so much. The democratic
state, with all its
people
resem
common
to
the lowest
denominator,
variety and the appeal
bles that embroidered garment.9
terms for democracy,
and first
first coining Hebrew
Besides
a discussion
Ibn
this
kind
into
Hebrew
of
literature,
transmitting
Tibbon inserted into his discussion allusions to two specific Hebrew
closely, almost literally, translated al Farabi's opening
statement, "The democratic city is the one inwhich each one of the
he likes,"
citizens is given free rein and left alone to do whatever

motifs. He

as:10by ninvyawmnn idh to iwn n>n run jvsnpn njnnn otnw

n:n>\y hq nwy^ W<n.u This translation is indeed literal. But the
ruw
ho n^V>1
the
he likes") echoes
("do whatever
phrase
in the last verse of the Book of Judges: "In those
biblical phrase
man did that which was
days there was no king in Israel, every
own
dwv>
vd>vn n\y>nw>k. The
right in his
eye" (Judges, 21:25),
a
source
is very critical of this kind of anarchy where
biblical

did not exist and each individual
stable centralized government
did whatever he pleased. By inserting an allusion to this verse Ibn
criticism of
Farabian
the Platonic-al
Tibbon
only reinforced
to
in which freedom meant
the freedom
pursue one's
democracy,
was
to
sheer anarchy.
reduced
lowest appetites, and social order
is found also in Ibn Tibbon's translation of
The same phenomenon
the conditions
Guide of thePerplexed, 3:27. Discussing
for achieving
the welfare of the body, Maimonides
says, "One of
to each other. This is tan
them is the abolition of theirwrongdoing
tamount to every individual among the people not being permitted

Maimonides'

to act accordingly to his will."12
Maimonides'
phrasing is strongly reminiscent of al Farabi's def
inition of democracy quoted above. While al Farabi opened his dis
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cussion with a seemingly objective definition
only then went on to criticize it,Maimonides'

of democracy,

and
is, of
description
to act according to
course, subjective and critical outright. Freedom
one's own will, i.e., democracy,
as the source of all
is described
The solution Maimonides
proposes for the abolition of
wrongdoing.
all those doing wrong
is, of course, life according to the law of the
Ibn Tibbon trans
Torah, which is by no means a liberal democracy.
lated Maimonides'
words
quite literally here, but again invested
them with an allusion
to the same biblical verse,13
ODD 1DHD
*w>n oih
>na w>n io rwv> Nbvy Nim DrwnQ pann Tpnb.
to>>o
in
both cases, by infusing the text with
the biblical
he
allusion,
intensified
the rejection of this kind of freedom, which
is so
essential to liberal democracy.
as
For him,
for Plato, al Farabi and
it is nothing but anarchy of the worst kind. Like
Maimonides,
so reminiscent of al Farabi's definition of
Maimonides'
phrasing,
Ibn Tibbon's
translation of these two texts is also very
democracy,
similar.14
Into both translations he inserted the allusion
to the
same biblical text. It is no accident either thatMaimonides'
phrase
"the abolition
of their wrongdoings
from each other" was

translatedby IbnTibbon intoorphan PonnWTt> which alludes to

another biblical text?
"and the earth was
filled with violence,"
VDD
>pNi") DNt?n>1 (Gen. 6:11). It is significant that this kind of
is identified by Ibn Tibbon with this most extreme case
democracy
of anarchy
and
violence
in human
The
history.
original
Maimonidean
text does
not
these verses,
imply
although
Maimonides
did insert, on various occasions, biblical verses into his
text. In this case itwas
Ibn Tibbon's
allusion which
independent
was superimposed
on the
text. By doing so,
original Maimonidean
Ibn Tibbon, again, only reinforced the rejection of liberal
democracy.
For him, as for his three masters, Plato, al Farabi and Maimonides,
real freedom did not mean the unlimited
one
right to do whatever
pleased, but rather to accept, through one's own free will, the rule
of the one true law, Divine
to apply
law, and of those authorized
it.
The other Hebrew

motif

inserted into Ibn Tibbon's

translation of

al Farabi's negative description of democracy is the usage of the

term >pNH oy (am ha-aretz,
of the land")
for "the
"people
multitude
of this city."15 This too is an obvious
choice, but it is
infused with a powerful anti-democratic
sense. The term am ha
aretz is used by Maimonides
in the introduction to his commentary
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to the Mishnah

to tractate Zeraim),
and also in his
(Introduction
to tractate Avot,
to designate
the multitude.
The
to
as
term
he
attributes
the
is
follows:
etymological
meaning
an
"...sages, of blessed memory, called a person who has no wisdom
am ha-aretz, that is, the purpose
serve
is
the
of
settlement
they
the earth. Therefore they associated
their name with the earth."16
Maimonides
argues that the common people, who are unfit to fulfill
the intellectual end of human existence, were created in order to
serve the material
and emotional needs of the few wise men, so
commentary

that these few would
have the leisure to contemplate
and thus to
fulfill the ultimate purpose of the whole
is a clear
This
species.17
elitist Platonic-al
Farabian
idea. By inserting the term am ha
is so charged with anti-democratic meaning,
into his
aretz, which
translation, Ibn Tibbon, once more using Maimonidean
terminology,

fortifiedthe initialnegative descriptionof democracy by Plato and

in Maimonides'
al Farabi. While
Platonic
scheme the am ha-aretz
fill their proper function and thus contribute to the general well
being of society, in Ibn Tibbon's description of democracy,
they rule
the land, with all the ensuing negative consequences.

IV
The other avenue by which
the Platonic political
ideas were
transmitted into medieval
commen
is
Ibn
Rushd's
Jewish thought
on
was
in the
Plato's
which
translated
Hebrew
into
tary
Republic,
fourteenth century by Samuel
ben Judah of Marseilles,
and, as
exerted
transla
considerable
This
literal
influence.18
noted,
very
tion is extremely important since the Arabic original is lost and the
translation is the only extant evidence of the lost original.
Hebrew
text, Ibn Rushd deals with the
Directly following the Platonic
Tmmn
states
asher
einan
meulot, p>N yon
imperfect
(hanhagot

T\t>Wti)in the thirdpart of his commentary,afterdiscussing the

nature

of

the perfect

state

(hanhagat

ha-medinot

ha-meulot,

minVDn DWTDfi rflrun)in the firsttwo parts of his commentary.
is listed fourth among the five kinds of imperfect states,
of a
listed in chronological
order. The establishment
a necessary
a
of
is
of
the
deterioration
consequence
democracy
own
to
deterioration would necessarily give rise
timocracy, and its
which
rule,
despotic
only illustrates its negative character.

Democracy
are
which
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rashiyut

ha-kibbutz

ha-hamonii

^ttpn m>WN1), and is translatedas "the leadershipof the

translation from theHebrew.19
people's
community," in Rosenthal's
a
little differently: "the primacy of the assembly
Lerner translated
I prefer Rosenthal's
to Lerner's
of the multitude."20
"leadership"
inserted
for
On the other hand, Lerner wisely
"primacy,"
the term "multitude"
is absent from Rosenthal's
for >D1)Dnnwhich
or mob,"
translation. The term hamonii, "of the multitude
indicates
the popular

nature

of this kind of government.

Other

variations

used by Samuel ben Judahare medinahkibbutzit(J)WtopDD>TD)or
medinat ha-kibbutz Opipn
T\vm) and ha-kibbutz ha-khilii
or medinah kehiliit (Ji?i?np nvm) (madina
(>>t>>npnVlpn)
in Arabic).21 Both Rosenthal
and Lerner, although
they
term
translated
ben
first
for democracy,
decided
Judah's
literally
for some reason to translate all other variations of the term into the
The same goes also for all other kinds of the
general "democracy."
jimaiyya

regimes.22 The terms ben Judah used here, medinah
and medinah
kehiliit, both relate to the fact that
is
the
rule
of
the whole
kibbutz and
democracy
community,
an association
or community
kehillah: both mean
In
in Hebrew.
imperfect
kibbutzit,

an associated
kehilii
fact, the term kibbutz
literally means
association.
The term medinah
kibbutzit was
initially coined by
Ibn Tibbon, as indicated, and ben Judah repeats it here. Another
variant ben Judah uses is ha-adnut ha-kibbutzi (>:nipn
JlinND) or
ha-adnut
ha-kehilii (?i>npn
Both relate to the kind of
mnhtn).
state. Thus, ben
(JT07N) which exists in a democratic
authority

terms for democracy. One is the ini
Judah used two basic Hebrew
tial rashiyot ha-kibbutz ha-hamonii, and the other, later on, med
inah kibbutzit, or kehiliit, in different variants. These
two terms
relate to the same basic feature of
which
is
rule of the
democracy,
state by the multitude,
inwhich the whole community
participates
equally. In contrast to Ibn Tibbon before him, and his contemporary
Todrosi, ben Judah did not chose to also use the term kibbutz ha
herut (nnnn
"the association
of the free," or any of its
V^P)

for democracy.
because
Ibn
variants,
This, most probably, was
Rushd did not use this phrase. By this omission he
the
neglected
other major feature of
is
which
freedom
action
of
and
democracy,
referred to in the body of
thought. The latter, nevertheless, was
the text.
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On the basis of the Platonic original, Ibn Rushd, after listing
in two separate
the different kinds of imperfect states, elaborates
on the nature of the various kinds of
discussions
imperfect regimes.
First he defines them individually, and then he considers the way
each evolves, as a necessary consequence
of the disintegration of the
previous kind of imperfect regime.
As for democracy,
this is defined just as al Farabi defined it fol
in
is the community
association
lowing Plato: "The democratic
which everybody is free from restraint. This means
that a man does
whatever
his heart desires and he takes himself towards every

?
"bnpn YQpD OinNI
enjoymenttowhich his soul leads him"
vbwn yi oik io n>n> ivw >pipnwn mn
>pn iniw rm rwy>v

the basic components of liberal democracy, which Plato so
are indicated here: legal equality,
freedom from re
despised,
straint, pluralism and hedonism. This is why this kind of govern
All

ment is also termedby him hanhagah ta'anugiit (n?auyn Damn,

at least in its initial transformation
"hedonistic
constitution"),
from a plutocracy
into a democracy.24 The expression
"that a man
does whatever
his heart desires"
HD)
(>(Dn
again echoes the
words of the last verse of the Book of Judges, with all its negative
anarchist
implications.
The pluralistic nature of democracy
creates a situation, unique
to this particular kind of regime, that different kinds of people are
in its social fabric ?
lovers of honor, property or
represented
is
This
of regimes could potentially
different
kinds
tyranny.
why
even
a
out
state (medinah meulah
of
virtuous
develop
democracy,
?
ntnVQ HDHO), since among all kinds of men, democracy
can,
even
at
to
rise
virtuous
The
least,
theoretically
give
people.25
as he who occasionally
in a
democratic man is described
behaves
?
manner
jnmro
imron
mnn
DV?n
^yi
philosophical
is that this happens
The problem
N>?ntn^3H.26
only occasionally,
to focus their
and therefore it is advisable
for the philosophers
attention particularly on this kind of state which, among others,
raw material for the creation of
produces people who could be good
as we
the ideal
it was
shall find below,
state.27 However,
was
kind
of
that
that
the
considered
government
tyranny
generally
was
most
to
into.
deteriorate
prone
democracy
Another aspect of democracy
treated here is the nature of au
on
a
In
democratic
regime authority is based
thority (adnut, JlDlN).
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since the will,

or rather the whims

of

the citizens are accidental and ever changing (mpED >p3p),
which is
authoritywill be in such condition also (}D7trQ J1U7N),

that in a
contrary to the very nature of authority. This means
state there will be no real authority.28
democratic
no state, not even
However, without any authority whatsoever,
a democracy, could survive since men are driven by their natural in
to kill and plunder one another. Such a condition of a
clinations
war of all against all would
ruin the state.
Hobbsian
eventually
This iswhy even a democracy cannot tolerate the complete absence
of laws, that is, total liberty. Even this kind of government has to
a
create some minimal
authority of basic laws, which also means
anar
to
in
to
order
government
prevent complete
implement them,
This is the kind of au
self-annihilation.29
chy, and consequently
a
exists in
state. It is what ben Judah
democratic
thority which
or ha-adnut
ha-adnut
ha-kibbutzi
ha-kehilii
termed
(rmiNH
TttHNn ,?:mpn),
?bnpn
that to ensure its existence
from its basic principles,

means
the democratic
authority.30 This
a
in
to
is
fact
deviate
democracy
obliged
to the
which
according
only proves,

Platonic mind, its basic deficiency.
As indicated, Ibn Rushd's other discussion of democracy concerns
of plutoc
it necessarily
evolves
the way
from the disintegration
into tyranny. Following
the Platonic
racy and itself disintegrates
the way a
between
text, Ibn Rushd created a complete parallelism
man
a
the
evolves into democratic one, and consequently
plutocratic
into a democracy.31
way a plutocratic state disintegrates
Since authority in a plutocratic state is based on ownership,
its
so as to increase the rulers' property as much as
laws are designed
not only be allowed but actually urged to
possible. People would
follow their desires and spend as much money as possible on fulfill
ing them. Laws of temperance would be unheard of in such a state.
most people in this state would
lose all their posses
Consequently,
sions to the ruling plutocrats. The rich would
become
richer and

fewer in number, while the poor would become poorer and more mis
erable and increase in number. The gap between the
ruling few and
the impoverished majority would
ever
wider.
This majority
grow
would become increasingly angry and envious of the
ruling few.
Then a moment would come when the impoverished mass would
realize the potential of their sheer numerical majority and the in
valuable

services

they render

to the plutocratic

state

in war

and
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in fact ensure the continual existence of
other civic services, which
this state and the well-being
of the ruling plutocrats
themselves.
When
the poor realized
their power,
rebel against
they would
crum
their oppressors
and the plutocratic state would
eventually

ble. StrictlyfollowingPlato, IbnRushd compares thepoor todrones

born in a beehive, who
within.32
On the ruins of this
established. This regime,
the poor, is defined here,
lows:

would

ruin the existing

structure

from

state a democracy would
be
plutocratic
based on the dominion of the majority of
for the second time, by Ibn Rushd as fol

this is so, and as such men rule over the State, every one of
the free poor will do what is right in his own eyes. Rule among
in a haphazard
them will be maintained
fashion. Every kind
of men will no doubt be found in this state, and there will not be
among them a rank at all for any one. Their law will be an

As

equal

law, that is, no one among

In Samuel ben Judah's Hebrew
n\yy>vd>vi -w?n ona im
y^n m

them will be excellent.33
text it reads ?
o?dv ninon

p nt nWYDl
tin iod liwn"

toranon Jimpao Nbi n>m ymnn p ym ptrma on mnNn n>m
,T)w vwi

ooid*)

n>n>i

rbwn on v*-34

iruO

nmo

01 n>rm Ntn dtn

>dixdy&

definition of democracy
is essentially
the same as Ibn
more
first one, discussed
but
it
is
detailed.
above,
as
is
of
the
defined
the
rule
based
multitude,
upon
Democracy
again
This

Rushd's

the principles of liberty,authorityby chance, legal equality and

the rule of the lowest common denominator.
As indicated above,
a
its
like
is
hedonistic
form of government,
democracy,
predecessor,
as
it.
ben
The only difference
Judah
hanhagah ta-anugiit,
phrased
between plutocracy and democracy
is that the first strives to fulfill

thedesires of the ruling fewwhile the second strives to fulfillthe

as a whole.
of themultitude
text brings to a culmination a tendency we
Ben Judah's Hebrew
texts. In Ibn Tibbon's
found in previous Hebrew
translation from al
Farabi (H^TVy HE DWV^), and also in his own translation from Ibn

desires

we discovered allusions to the last
Rushd (^an niW m nwy>vy),
verse of theBook of Judgessuperimposed upon the text.
What we
findhere isno hintor allusion but a fulldirectquotation of the text:
n\yy> vd>v1

*w>n am

im

tOV35The negative

attitude

towards

the
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is nothing more than sheer
kind of liberty democracy offers, which
translators'
is
again only strengthened by the Hebrew
anarchy,
verse
the
Platonic-Averroist
of
the
biblical
upon
superimposition
definition.
Ben Judah's translation is reputedly literal. He was a transla
tor in the strictly limited sense of the term, and not a commentator.
But he was not impartial. By inserting the biblical allusions and by
the choice of Hebrew
terms, he also expressed his own opinions. He
concurred
here with Plato and Ibn Rushd.
wholeheartedly
is the form of
ni3>jn
ro>7D)
(medinat ha-nitzuah,
Tyranny
most
to
is
liable
deteriorate
since
into,
democracy
regime democracy
is based upon an excess of liberty: xnilJim Tnmn JlWpDl na!?Dnn
XPbDJ) >Tiin i>NUDO. Like every excess, this one too is bound to have
of a kind of
Itwould enable the development
negative consequences.
in
to
sick
and
Platonic
the
men,
soul, according
criteria, who
body
most
would
their
limit
and would
desires
without
bestial
pursue
in
to
other
abuse their boundless
action
order
enslave
freedom of
can in theory create
nature
of
The
pluralistic
democracy
people.36
men. However,
even philosophical
different kinds
of men,
it is most
basic characteristics,
considering democracy's
likely to
create tyrannical men who would
transform the democratic
regime

is most
into a tyranny. The
fact that democracy
likely to
to Plato and Ibn
deteriorate
into tyranny also proves, according
its basic inherent deficiencies.
It is a kind of government
Rushd,
in
worst
combines
the
tendencies of what it developed
which,
fact,
from and what

it deteriorates

into.

V
A variant of the same theme can be found in Sefer ha-Halatzah
is a fourteenth-century Hebrew
which
translation by the Spanish
Todrosi
of Ibn Rushd's
to Aristotle's
Jew Todros
commentary
Rhetoric. In his commentary,
Ibn Rushd
Platonic
superimposed
ideas on the original Aristotelian
text and thereby also introduced
a strong anti-democratic
into his classification
of
component
regimes.37
Here Ibn Rushd treats the theory of government,
in
democracy
in
ora
connection
with
the
that
the
particular,
perfect
knowledge
tor should have in political matters. To be
the orator
persuasive,
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must have a thorough knowledge
of the kinds of government
that
exist and the laws proper for each of them. Although he interprets
the basic Platonic distinction
Aristotle, here too Ibn Rushd makes
mronn
between
the ideal state (ha-hanhagah
ha-meshubahat
TtmiWBn in Todrosi's
and
all
other
translation)
imperfect regimes.
These are represented here by democracy.38
The terms Todrosi
chose for democracy
here are hahanhagah
asher

tikareh ha-herut (jvnnn

Nlp>Jl

mmnn),

"the

regime

which is called liberty/'or hanhagat ha-herut(Jinnn Tnron),
regime of liberty" (or freedom).39 Another variant he uses
is ha-medinah
"the
ha-kibbutzit
n3>7Qn),
(Ji>:ni>pn
associated
and
state"
ha-kibbutzit
(mmnn
ha-hanhagah
"the

later

"the associated
n>^n>pn),
leadership."40 We already found such
variants in Ibn Tibbon and ben Judah's translations. They all relate
as a free association
to the definition of democracy
of equals.
as
taken
here as an example of the various
noted, is
Democracy,
kinds of imperfect regimes. While
the perfect state is based on an
exact and well-balanced
system of justice, all imperfect regimes, in
are
based on different degrees of unjust and un
cluding democracy,
too
strict or too weak
balanced
laws,
(nwinnn jfcno trin>3n n>n\yn
w
Each of these systems of law is a by-product
punn
prnm).
a
of the nature of
particular kind of imperfect regime and it is
serve its needs and safeguard its continuous existence,
to
supposed
ohm.
The problem
oitfon
iDtmnn ...d'tnaon
ii>rmn >dd rmmm
with democracy
is that it employs a distinctly weak
system of law
)VD1 >ddd). The difference among the legal
(DJlWinnm 0>tnn>Dn
systems of the various kinds of imperfect states is illustrated here
and tyranny. Each of these
by the contrast between democracy
represents one extreme of the legal system. The democratic
legal
to do whatever
he
system is too weak, since every man is allowed
the tyrannical legal system
pleases, without any restraints, while
to an unjust
is too strict since it is based upon total subordination
a
nice example, which
rule. Ibn Rushd illustrates this contrast with
sounds

almost

"For example,

Hebrew
comical in Todrosi's medieval
in a tyrannical government
(hanhagat

translation:

ha-nitzahon),

means thatno harm should be done to a guardwho
justice (yosher)
while ina governmentof liberty
hit somebodyunder itsjurisdiction,

justice requires that the person
(hanhagat ha-herut, democracy),
who was hit by a guard, has the right to retaliate accordingly."41
based upon the ideal of full
The anarchic nature of democracy,
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equality
we have

Melamed

illustrated here. This is why, as
total liberty, is well
a
real
found,
already
authority cannot exist in democratic

and

state.

like all other imperfect states, is
democracy,
Consequently,
to deteriorate. Generally,
that democracy
bound
itwas assumed
it is specified that
into tyranny. Here, however,
deteriorate
would
democracy would most likely deteriorate into some kind of plutoc
of its legal system, which
racy. This is explained by the weakness
to the ex
to freely pursue his material
desires
enables everyone
in
most
variants
While
restraint.42
treme, without
any
plutocracy
is the kind of government democracy developed
from, in this case

is described as the govern
the situation is the reverse. Plutocracy
ment into which democracy
ismost likely to deteriorate.
Later, the commentary distinguishes
among the various kinds of
states
is concisely defined
and
each.
defines
Democracy
imperfect
in Todrosi's Hebrew
translation as follows:

in
state (i.e., democracy)
is such (a regime)
The associated
accor
in
not
which
is accidental
and by lot, and
leadership

dance with any appropriate law, since in this (kindof) state,no
one has any advantage

tin
1>nw

upon another.

(D)n JPSttpn

ro>7dd

dn1

>wi pm Ni> inam ymra ra iriwon n>nn iwn n>d

ynn> iDN bymNb

runon

jwn)43

Directly following Aristotle, Ibn Rushd defined the end of

as follows: "The end of the associated
(=
democracy
leadership
mmnn
is
freedom"
(rmnn
JPSttpn
TPtOJTl).44
democracy)
This again is a definition which contains all the ingredients of
the Platonic definition of the Greek variety of liberal democracy.
source
In the Aristotelian
is objectively defined as "a
democracy
form of government under which the citizens distribute the offices
of state among themselves by lot."45 There is no value judgment
commen
here, only a description of the empirical facts. Ibn Rushd's

translation, however, give us a more elaborate
tary, and itsHebrew
definition which
is obviously
Ibn Rushd's
negative.
commentary
a
Platonic
text, and
upon the Aristotelian
superimposed
meaning
the
structure
transformed
whole
of
the
Aristotelian
thereby
theory
of government
into a Platonic
Aristotle
distin
system. While
guished here four basic kinds of government, democracy, oligarchy,
and monarchy
aristocracy
(kingship and tyranny), Ibn Rushd's
between
the ideal state, on the one hand,
commentary distinguishes
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and all other kinds of government, which
are deficient, on the
other. Hence, while
in Aristotle,
as a legiti
appears
democracy
mate kind of government, one among others, in Ibn Rushd,
directly

followingPlato, it is described as one of thedeficientkind of gov

ernments.

This

is yet

another

fine example

of how

medieval

Muslim and Jewish political philosophy strictly followed the
Platonic system, even when itwas interpreting an Aristotelian
text.
Its negative attitude towards
a natural
democracy was
by-product
of this state of affairs.

VI

Medieval Jewish political philosophy generally considered
(limited)monarchy to be thepreferredkind of government,albeit

a great deal of
the com
suspicion and hesitancy. This was
effect of the Platonic
tradition and halakhic norms. Don
Isaac Abravanel, writing at the end of the Middle
Ages, is known

with

bined

as the onlymajor Jewish thinker
who openly opposed monarchy

and purportedly
followed the Aristotelian more democratic, or re
tradition.
publican,
Abravanel's
democratic
leanings were influenced by a combina
tion of factors, mainly by late medieval
scholastic political phi
was
which
based
Aristotle's
Politics, his own devas
upon
losophy
with
Iberian
and the very
monarchies,
tating personal experience
the
Italian
of
the
Renaissance,
positive impression
espe
republics
upon him after he settled in Italy in the last
cially Venice, made
decade of the fifteenth century. In the first place, however,
itwas
the result of his theological views, which aspired for direct Divine
rule over mankind,
and thus considered any kind of human rule a
of Divine
usurpation
rights. His theocratic world view necessarily
led to a more "democratic"
attitude in earthly affairs.46
While
are strongly
Abravanel's
anti-monarchist
inclinations
indicated in his commentary to Deut. 17 and I Samuel 8, his republi

can tendency is illustratedinhis commentaryon tile two biblical

versions of Jethro's advice toMoses
(Ex. 19 and Deut. 1), inwhich
the Mosaic
constitution, created under his wise father-in-law's ad
vice, is described according to the lines of the Venetian constitution,

considered at thattime tobe theembodimentof theperfectrepub
lic. The Mosaic

constitution

is described

here as a mixed

constitu
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to the Aristotelian-Polybian
line, creating the per
tion, according
fect balance among the three positive kinds of government, monar
In this system, the ruler of thou
chy, aristocracy and democracy.
sands, being the largest representative assembly in this governmen

tal system, represents the democratic element.47
im
to Abravanel's
interpretation of the text,Moses
According
a
it
into
inserted
advice
and
his
father-in-law's
upon
proved
In
version
first
democratic
the
Jethro
18)
(Ex.
stronger
component.
to
to appoint the various rulers himself, according
advised Moses
his own superior judgment, as the verse indicates: "thou shalt pro
to this version of the
place over them" (v. 21). According
him:
advised
father-in-law
Moses
did
what
his
story,
exactly
them heads
"And Moses
chose able men out of all Israel and made
over the people"
(v. 25). In the second version of the story (Deut. 1),

vide...and

trans
however, we find a different picture altogether. Here Moses
ferred the election of the various officers to the people themselves,
as the verse indicates: "Get you, from each one of your tribes, wise
and I will make
and full of knowledge,
men, and understanding,
to Abravanel, Moses did
them heads over you" (v. 13).48 According
not exactly accept Jethro's advice on this point, so that itwould not
his relatives
be said that he behaved
like Korah, who appointed
to official duties and was punished accordingly.
no wild
was
even Abravanel's
Moses
democrat,
However,
heaven
forfend. Moses
did not simply transfer the election of the
officers to the people. He gave them clear instructions to choose

to the candidates'
virtues and their suit
according
appropriately,
to
fulfill
and
military duties. Abravanel
judicial, political
ability
indicates that Moses
directed the people to choose officials accord
ing to their virtues, not their lineage. Although, he hastens to add
? no
doubt considering himself a good example ?
virtuous and able
men will
fami
be
found
among distinguished
naturally
mainly
not only gave
strict election
lies.49 However,
the people
Moses
he also kept the final approval
of the elected officials
guidelines,
in his own hands: "and I will make them heads over you." This is
how far his trust in the people went. His more "democratic"
ten
dency itselfwas mitigated by a strong aristocratic flavor.
chose to act in a more democratic man
Still, Abravanel's Moses
ner than what was counselled.
Jethro advised him to create a sys
tem thatwould basically have been a combination of monarchy and
added to it also a democratic element, whereby
aristocracy. Moses
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he created a more balanced Aristotelian-Polybian
system.
To sum up, medieval
Jewish thought following Platonic and
on the one hand, and halakhic con
Muslim
political philosophy,
on
was
the
other,
cepts
basically,
although
reluctantly, monar
we
and
It
anti-democratic.
chist,
inherently
rejected outright what
termed the ancient Greek
of
liberal
Even
democracy.
variety
for all his clearcut anti-monarchic
Abravanel,
manifestations,
showed democratic or republican tendencies only to a very limited
of any liberal
degree. His anti-monarchism was not the consequence
but
rather
of
views.
his
theocratic
There were
tendencies,
professed

in the
democracy"
was
liberal
Jewish experience,
pre-modern
totally
democracy
in Jewish philosophy.
romance of the
The precarious
rejected
is a phe
with
liberal democracy
Jewish political
experience
nomenon ofmodem times.
various manifestations

of so-called

"communal

but

Notes
*

This essay originated with my discussion in theWorkshop on Liberal
in the Jewish Political
and Communal Democracy
Democracy
International
Center for University Teaching of Jewish
Tradition,
Civilization, Jerusalem, July 14-19,1991.

1.

See Elazar's paper presented in the above-mentioned workshop,
"The Foundation of the Jewish Polity," pp. 21-23, and many of his
other writings. For the development
of medieval
communal
see
LA.
the
of the
in
Communities
democracy,
Agus, "Democracy

Early Middle Ages," JQR 43 (1952-3), pp. 153-176. See the author's
conclusion, ibid., p. 157: "We encounter in the communities of the
thirteenth

century

a

government,

democratic

in

form,

based

on

ideals of justice, freedom and equality." I would be more cautious in
applying modern terms tomedieval systems of government. In any
case, if it really was some kind of "democracy," itwas communal
democracy and not liberal democracy of the Greek or modern
variety.

2.

See my The Philosopher-King in Medieval and Renaissance Jewish
Political Philosophy (Brown Judaic Studies, forthcoming), esp. ch. 1
and with additional bibliography.
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3.

and Renaissance
See my "Aristotle's 'Polities' inMedieval
Peamim
51
(1992):27-69.
Thought" (Hebrew),

4.

The Republic ofPlato, translated with introduction and notes by F.M.
Cornford (Oxford, 1967), VHI, 558, p. 283.
Ibid., p. 286. On the theory of liberal democracy inGreek thought, see

5.

Jewish

E.A. Havelock,
The Liberal Temper in Greek Politics (New Haven
and London, 1964).

6.

7.
8.

Alfarabi, The Political Regime, in R. Lerner and M. Mahdi,
Medieval Political Philosophy: A Sourcebook, trans. F.M. Najar
York, 1967),p. 42.

eds.,
(New

Sefer ha-Hathalot le-Abu Naser Alfarabi, in Sefer ha-Asif, ed. Z.
Filipovsky (Leipzig, 1849; reprinted in Israel, 1970), p. 47.
The English translation,Medieval Political Philosophy, pp. 50-53. The

text,Sefer ha-Asif,pp. 56-58.
The English translation, ibid., p. 51: "It looks like an embroidered
garment full of colored figures and dyes." The Hebrew text, ibid.,p.
n ~wh opno to vdd.The source
57: o^yrwn iwrim nrraro nunon
in The Republic, VIE, 557, p. 282: "Many people may think it (i.e.,
democracy) the best (government) just as women and children might
admire a mixture of colors of every shade in the pattern of a dress."

Hebrew
9.

And
Plato's

translation
of Ibn Rushd's
the Hebrew
?
on Plato's
Averroes
Commentary
Republic

compare

trans, and notes by E.I.J. Rosenthal
.o>yn:s

Din

rwon

dm

to

Commentary
'Republic',

ed.,

(Cambridge, 1969), HI, xiii, p. 93,

,n>stipn

*>m~) ,ron?n

nm

nmji

pbi

xio Ton p pan
nm> p vnu <)brmnb^yo hnnw onvom cpvionn
nvm nb>nnnmnon nNn n3\ynonmnnv. The English translation, ibid.,
p. 229-30: "Therefore this state, that is, the democratic one, resembles
a garment woven in many colors. Just as women and youths may
think that such a kind of garment is good because of the variety of its
colors, so seems to be the idea about this state at first thought."

10.

The Political Regime, p. 50.

11.

Sefer ha-Hathalot, p. 56.

12.

The Guide of thePerplexed, translated and with an introduction and
notes by S. Pines (Chicago, 1963), vol. II, p. 50.

13. Moreh

Nevukim with Commentaries,
Jerusalem, 1960),m, 27, p. 41.

14.

trans. Samuel

Ibn Tibbon

Compare nn. 11 and 13 above.
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15.

Sefer ha-Hathalot, p. 57, twice.

16. Moses Maimonides,
Commentary on theMishnah. Introduction to
theMishnah, translated into English with notes and general intro
duction by F. Rosner (New York, 1975), pp. 128-29: "Therefore the
Sages, of blessed memory, called a person who has no wisdom an am
ha~aretz, that is, the purpose they serve is the settlement of the earth.
Therefore they associated their name with the earth/7 See also in
Maimonides7 Commentary toMishnah Aboth, translated with an in
troduction and notes by A. David (New York, 1968), pp. 32-33: "The
ignorantman (i.e., am ha-aretz) is one who does not have intellectual
virtues

17.

18.

but

has

some

moral

virtues."

on the
See The Philosopher-King, ch. 3. Also my "Maimonides
Political Nature of Man: Needs and Responsibilities"
(Hebrew),
Studies Dedicated to S.O. Heller-Wilensky (forthcoming).
ed. see n. 9 above. Also Averroes on Plato's
For Rosenthal's
'Republic,' translated, with an introduction and notes by R. Lerner
1974). On Ibn Rushd's
(Ithaca and London,
commentary, see
Rosenthal and Lerner's introductions. Also E.I.J. Rosenthal, Political
Islam (Cambridge, 1968), pp. 175-209; M.
Thought in Medieval
sur le Commentaire
"Alfarabi et Averroes: Remarques
Mahdi,
d'Averroes sur la Republic de Plato," Multiple Averroes (Paris, 1978),
pp. 91-101; C.E. Butterworth, "Philosophy, Ethics and Virtuous Rule: A
Study of Averroes' Commentary on Plato's Republic," Cairo Papers
in Social Science, vol. 9, monograph 1 (1986). See also a shorter ver
sion of the above, idem., "Ethics and Classical Islamic Philosophy: A
Study of Averroes' Commentary on Plato's Republic," Ethics in Islam,
ed. R.G. Hovannisian
(Undena, 1985), pp. 17-45. On the Hebrew
translator, see L.V. Berman, "Greek intoHebrew: Samuel ben Judah
of Marseilles, Fourteenth Century Philosopher and Translator/' A.
Altmann, ed., JewishMedieval and Renaissance Studies (Cambridge,
Mass., 1967), pp. 289-320.

19.

Rosenthal, ed., theHebrew

20.

Lerner's translation, p. 105.

21.

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew

text,p. 92; theEnglish translation, p. 227.

text,pp. 85,88,92,93.
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Rosenthal, ed., pp. 227, 229-30. Rosenthal translated all the variants as
"the

democratic

state."

translated

Lerner

nsmpB

nvm

as

"democratic association," p. 110, and a "democratic city," pp. 113,125,
127, 130. For other kinds of imperfect regimes, see ibid., third treatise,
in various places of both translations.
23.

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew text,p. 83; English translation, pp. 212-13. See
also Lerner's translation, p. 110: "It is the association inwhich every
one in it is unrestrained. He does what his heart desires and moves
towards whichever of the pleasing things his soul leads him." On Ibn
Rushd's discussion of democracy, see also Butterworth, "Philosopher,
Ethics and Virtuous Rule," pp. 75-76.

24.

Rosenthal,
Lerner's

ed., Hebrew

translation,

p.

text, p. 94; English
128,

"hedonistic

translation, p. 230. In

governance."

25.

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew

26.

Ibid.,Hebrew

text,p. 94; English translation,p. 231.

27.

Ibid.,Hebrew

text,p. 93; English translation,pp. 213-14.

28.

Ibid.,Hebrew

text,pp. 83-84; English translation, pp. 213-14.

29.

Ibid.,Hebrew

30.

text,p. 83; English translation,p. 213.
Ibid., p. 94. Rosenthal translates as "democratic rule," p. 232; Lerner
translates

31.

text,p. 83; English translation, p. 213.

as

"democratic

lordship,"

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew
Lerner's

translation,

p.

130.

text,pp. 92-95; English translation, pp. 227-33;
125-31.

pp.

32.

The Republic, VII, 555, p. 280; Averroes' Commentary, Rosenthal, ed.,
Hebrew text,p. 92; English translation, p. 228; Lerner's translation, p.
126.

33.

Rosenthal, ed., English translation, p. 229. Compare Lerner's transla
tion,p. 127, and see below, n. 35.

34.

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew

35.

Neither Rosenthal nor Lerner refer at all to the possible usage of the
biblical textby theHebrew translator, although elsewhere Rosenthal

text,p. 93.

does refer to the usage of biblical phrases. See, for example, p. 230, n.
1. Following this, Ibn Rushd brings the parable of the embroidered
garment.

36.

See

above,

n. 9.

Rosenthal, ed., Hebrew
translation,

p.

text,p. 95; English translation,p. 232; Lerner's

130.
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37.

Biur Sefer ha-Halatzah le-Aristo be-Ha'atakat Todros Todrosi, ed., J.
Goldenthal
rhetoric, see Ch.E.
(Leipzig, 1842). On Ibn Rushd's
"Rhetoric
and Islamic Political
Butterworth,
Philosophy,"
International Journal ofMiddle East Studies 3 (1972):187-198. The au
thor elaborates in various points upon Ibn Rushd's departure from
theAristotelian stance into a more Platonic position. In respect of my

topic he only says that unlike Aristotle "Averroes did not hesitate to
discuss the best regime in his rhetorical treatise" (ibid., p. 195). The
author does not refer to the fact that in content, too, the discussion is
more Platonic in nature. On the other hand, in his commentary on
Plato's Republic,
Ibn Rushd gave, at various points, a more
"Aristotelian" interpretation to the Platonic text; see Butterworth,

"Philosophy, Ethics and Virtuous Rule," pp. 48, 72, 89. The author ar
gues that in the theory of regimes also, Ibn Rushd departed from
Plato to a more Aristotelian stance, by indicating the possibility of
more than one positive kind of government, ibid.,p. 72; also Lerner, p.
104. Ibn Rushd, however, did not mitigate Plato's negative position

vis-a-vis

democracy

by

a more

moderate

"Aristotelian"

interpreta

tion, and that iswhat ismost meaningful as far as my discussion is
concerned. The general attitude shown here, to mitigate the differ
ences between Plato and Aristotle, is very typical of Ibn Rushd and
other Muslim philosophers. On this see also Rosenthal, Political
Thought, p. 187.
38.
39.

40.

Sefer ha-Halatzah, p. 31.
Ibid. See also the Latin translation of theHebrew version by the
Italian Jewish humanist Abraham de Balmes, Aristotelis Opera Cum
Averrois
Commentariis
in
(Venezia,
1562), photoreproduced
Frankfurt am Main, 1962, vol. 2. Balmes incorrectly translated mnDn
nnnn as Politia Nobiliatis, pp. 86, 79.
Ibid., pp. 53-54. Balmes translated (correctly, this time) as Civitas
Popularis, p. 87. In Judah Messer Leon's rhetorical treatise Nofet
Zufim, written in the Italian Renaissance, long segments of Todrosi's
translation are inserted, including the discussion of the theory of

government. See Judah Messer Leon, The Book of theHoneycomb's
Flow (Sefer Nofet Zufim), a critical edition and translation by I.
Rabinowitz
translates as
(Ithaca and London, 1983). Rabinowitz
"collective government," p. 305, n. 2.
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56 Avraham
41.

Melamed

translation, p. 53: vnnb yaw prmn mrum wvnw m bvwDb
noivyb
nrmnm*>v na yvxm mum jurorcn tow nnnn >nb non who
>nbmDn w nronn ibdtoiwh >nb now; and see Balmes' translation, p.

Todrosi's

86.

42.

Jfcitf.,
p. 31, twice.

43.

Ibid., pp. 53-4. Messer Leon copied this text fromTodrosi almost ver
batim. See Rabinowitz, ed., p. 306, and his English translation, p. 307.
"A democratic state is one inwhich headship is achieved through
chance or luck, not through being really deserved, since in this sort of
state no one individual has superiority over any other." My transla

tion is different in various points. Rabinowitz was mistaken when he
translated bton as "luck." In the context of the election system of the
Athenian democracy, and the original Aristotelian text (see n. 45
below), the correct translation is "lot." The same goes for Balmes'
Latin translationwhere tnonwas translated asfortuna, p. 86.
44.

45.
46.

Todrosi's translation, p. 54, in Aristotle's Rhetoric, 1.8, 1366a. The
Basic Works of Aristotle, edited and with an introduction by R.
McKeon (New York, 1966), p. 1353.
Ibid., 1366, p. 1352.
political philosophy in general, see B. Netanyahu
Statesman and Philosopher (Philadelphia,
Isaac Abravanel ?
1972), II, iii and n. 47 below.

For Abravanel's
Don

47.

in detail my "Jethro's Advice inMedieval
and Early Modern
and
Christian
Political
Jewish
Thought," Jewish Political Studies
Review 2:1-2 (Spring 1990) :3-41.

48.

nam
Abravanel, Pirush al-ha-Torah, 2 (Jerusalem, 1979): 157, >niNUVJ>

See

Ninw

'nd

.wnn

nn>

mvo

o>:n

cpjw

nwvw

nm

mvy

nvyavy n*on

oybton bDNp rw)> Nb hvjwwpnabi umb onwn raw u)syn nvm n>?
toui twtni tPDDn 0>mn ODb nn. See Aquinas' identical commentary
inmy above-mentioned

49.

article, part HI.

See in detail inmy above-mentioned
even

more

"democratic"

interpretation,

article. Compare Nahmanides'
ibid., p.

32, n. 24.
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